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Coptic Number Translator Tutorial 
Introduction 

Coptic numbers have developed closely from their ancient Egyptian forms and 
still closely resemble them phonetically. The ancient Egyptian language for 
the most part has retained a remarkable degree of integrity for thousands of 
years to this day. However, the script in which the language has been written 
has changed over time. Egyptian was initially written in Hieroglyphics for 
aesthetic purposes such as to decorate temples. Simultaneously, however, 
the priests and learned people of Egypt used a simplified script modelled on 
the Hieroglyphs named hieratic for everyday purposes, such as keeping 
accounts and letter writing. By the Hellenistic period, a new highly cursive 
script with fewer characters named Demotic emerged, which was derived 
directly from the Hieratic. In 332 B.C. Alexander the Great invaded Egypt and 
brought with him his Grecian culture. Some time after, the Egyptians gradually 
began to substitute Greek characters in place of the Demotic characters. 
Eventually the Egyptians had adopted all 24 Greek letters into their new script, 
along with 7 modified Demotic characters for sounds unique to the Egyptian 
language. This emergent script is now known as Coptic - the Egyptian 
language, written in Greek and Demotic characters. 

The Coptic language developed into numerous dialects along the length of the 
Nile, each employing different vowels in pronouncing the same words and 
having only some variation in vocabulary. Bohairic was the dialect of the Nile 
Delta, but a different dialect named Sahidic, which developed in Upper Egypt, 
became the dominant form from the earliest times and is the dialect in which 
most Coptic literature is written. However, with the coming of the Arabs and 
the Arabic language, Coptic as a whole declined in its use as Egyptians were 
forced to learn Arabic. It is Bohairic that survives today, preserved mainly in 
the liturgy of the Coptic Orthodox Church. It is therefore the Bohairic forms of 
the Coptic numbers that are described here, from which the Sahidic forms 
vary slightly. 

Greek numeral system 

With the introduction of Hellenic culture, the Greek numeral system also came 
into use, whereby the letters of the alphabet together with a single super-
linear stroke (double for the thousands and a triple for the millions and so on) 
came to represent the basic components of the number system. The ancient 
Egyptian number system did not have a number zero and so a Coptic numeral 
for zero was never assigned. As a result, the numeral system was not as 
advanced as the system we use today, which uses the numeral zero as a 
place-holder. Coptic numerals are formed by placing the basic components of 
a number one after the other in descending order e.g. =t=n "350". Further 
examples are given hereafter. 

Basic cardinal numbers 
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Generally all basic Coptic numbers exist in a distinct masculine and feminine 
form, except for the tens larger than 20. All the numbers have only an 
absolute form, except for the number ten, which takes a different construct 
form when combined with a unit. Owing to the various dialects in Coptic, some 
numbers occur in several slightly different forms. Less common variants are 
given in brackets. As explained before, Coptic does not have a number zero. 

Masculine Feminine   
Numeral Coptic name Numeral Coptic name 

1 =a ouai =a] ou`i  

2 =b `cnau =b] `cnou]  

3 =g somt =g] som] 

4 =d 
`ftoou (̀ftwou> 

`ftou) 
=d] `ftoe 

5 =e tiou (̀tiou> ]ou)  =e] tie (̀tie) 
6 ^ coou ^] Co (coe) 
7 =z sasf =z] sasfi  

8 =y `smyn =y]  `smyni  

9 =; 'it =;] 'i] 

10 =i myt> met- =i] my]> met- 

20 =k jwt =k] jw]  

30 =l map> mab     
40 =m `hme     
50 =n teoui (taiou> tebi)     
60 =| ce     
70 =o `sbe (̀sfe)     
80 =p qamne     
90 =f picteoui (pictau)     

100 =r se     
200 =c  `cnau ̀nse (syi)     

1,000 Ëa so     
10,000 Ëi `myt ̀nso (̀;ba)     

1,000,000 Ìa sònso (se ̀n;ba)     

Note: where the feminine forms are not given, they are identical to the 
masculine. The following examples in this document will give the masculine 
form. 

Cardinal numbers: the units 1-9 
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The Coptic units are formed simply as they are presented in the above table 
e.g. tiou "five". 

Cardinal numbers: the tens 10-99 

Larger Coptic numbers are formed by placing the tens particle before the units 
particle e.g. ̀hme somt "forty three". The numbers 11 to 19 are an exception 
because a construct form for the number ten exists. For these numbers the 
unit is attached directly after the construct form of 10 (met-) e.g. met̀smyn 
"eighteen". 

  Numeral Coptic name 
10 =i myt 

12 =i=b met̀cnau 

17 =i=z metsasf 

30 =l map 

51 =n=a teoui ouai 
95 =f=e picteoui tiou 

Cardinal numbers: the hundreds 100-999 

In Coptic, these numbers are formed by placing the hundreds particle before 
the tens and units particles. The hundreds particle is generally formed by 
placing the number of the hundreds before a connecting particle ̀n, which is 
directly attached to se "hundred" e.g. 'it ̀nse "nine hundred". However, 
this does not apply to the numbers 100-199, where the hundreds particle is 
simplified to se "one hundred". "Two hundred" can alternatively be written 
syi. The hundreds particle is attached to tens and units by nem "with" or 
"and" e.g. se nem metsomt "one hundred and thirteen". 

  Numeral Coptic name 
100 =r se 

188 =r=p=y se nem qamne ̀smyn 

446 =u=m=^ `ftoou ̀nse nem ̀hme coou 

700 =' sasf ̀nse 

834 =w=l=d `smyn `nse nem map ̀ftoou 

999 =s=f=: 'it ̀nse nem picteoui 'it 

Cardinal numbers: the thousands 1,000-999,999 

The thousands particle is constructed in a similar way to the hundreds. The 
number of thousands is placed before ̀nso after which the rest of the number 
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is placed e.g. metouai ̀nso "eleven thousand". The numbers 1,000-1,999 
(as with the numbers 100-199) are represented with the thousands particle 
simplified to so "one thousand". The number 10,000 also has a special form 
`;ba, which may be used. Thus, it and larger numbers (10,000-9,999,999) 
may be formed with 10,000 as its base instead of 1,000 e.g. ̀sbe `cnau 
``n;ba "seventy two ten thousand" instead of sasf ̀nse nem jwt ̀nso 
"seven hundred and twenty thousand". 

  Numeral Coptic name 
1,000 Ëa so 

1,825 Ëa=w=k=e so ̀smyn `nse nem jwt tiou 

8,892 Ëy=w=f=b `smyn `nso ̀smyn `nse nem picteoui ̀cnau 

28,654 ËkËy=<=n=d jwt `smyn ̀nso coou ̀nse nem teoui ̀ftoou 

364,146 ËtË|Ëd=r=m=^ somt ̀nse nem ce ̀ftoou ̀nso se nem ̀hme coou 

989,991 ËsËpË:=s=f=a 
'it ̀nse nem qamne 'it ̀nso 'it ̀nse nem 

picteoui ouai 

Cardinal numbers: the millions 1,000,000-999,999,999 

The millions particle is constructed in the same way as the hundreds and 
thousands. In Coptic "thousand" is written sònso (or alternatively se 
`n;ba). Likewise, the number "one million" is simply written sònso. The 
millions particle is in the same way placed before the lesser magnitude 
particles of the thousands, hundreds, tens and units. 

  Numeral Coptic name 
1,000,000 Ìa sònso 

1,938,627 ÌaËsËlËy=<=k=z 
sònso 'it ̀nse nem map ̀smyn `nso coou 

`nse nem jwt sasf 

4,273,645 ÌdËcËoËg=<=m=e 
`ftoou ̀nso`nso ̀cnau ̀nse nem ̀sbe somt 

`nso coou ̀nse nem ̀hme tiou 

93,273,984 ÌfÌgËcËoËg=s=p=d 
picteoui somt ̀nsònso ̀cnau ̀nse nem 

`sbe somt ̀nso 'it ̀nse nem qamne ̀ftoou 

345,678,901 ÌtÌmÌeË<ËoËy=s=a 
somt ̀nse nem ̀hme tiou ̀nsònso coou 

`nse nem ̀sbe ̀smyn `nso 'it ̀nse nem ouai 

899,263,495 ÌwÌfÌ:ËcË|Ëg=u=f=e 
`smyn `nse nem picteoui 'it ̀nsònso ̀cnau 
`nse nem ce somt ̀nso ̀ftoou ̀nse nem 

picteoui tiou 

Forming ordinal numbers 
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In Coptic, ordinal numbers are formed simply by placing mah "to fill" before 
the written cardinal number or numeral e.g. mah sasf "seventh" or mah =z 
"7th". The only exception occurs in the ordinalisation of the number “one”, 
which becomes houit (masc.) or houi] (fem.) "first". 

  Numeral Coptic name 
1st mah =a houit 

18th mah =i=y mah met̀smyn 

722nd mah ='=k=b mah sasf ̀nse nem jwt ̀cnau 

5,333rd mah Ëe=t=l=g 
mah tiou ̀nso somt ̀nse nem map 

somt 

296,275th mah ËcËfË^=c=o=e 
mah ̀cnau `nse nem picteoui coou 

`nso ̀cnau ̀nse nem ̀sbe tiou 

27,395,387th mah ÌkÌzËtËfËe=t=p=z 
mah jwt sasf ̀nsònso somt ̀nse 
nem picteoui tiou ̀nso somt ̀nse 

nem qamne sasf 
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